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Dear IFA Colleagues & 

Friends,

I trust you and your family 

are keeping well as India 

resurrects from the second 

wave and we witness 

enhanced vaccination drive. 

Speaking to few members, 

it seemed that many are 

Mukesh Butani
Chairman, India branch

returning to their respective work places, signaling 

return to a new normal.

Our summer 2021 edition debates an 

interesting case study designed by CA Jhankhana 

Thakkar and Adv Sudarshan Rangan on double 

non-taxation in the context of cross-border 

reorganization which entailed re-domiciliation 

of entities. The importance of topic need not be 

over-emphasized, given the ongoing debate at 
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multilateral forums. In a true IFA tradition such that it 

resonates an all-stakeholder perspective, we have 

IFA PSC Vice Chair, Prof. Miranda Stewart, Director 

at Foreign Tax & Tax Research at Department of 

Revenue (FT&TR), Chetan Rao and CA Rashmin 

Sanghvi debating the case with an attempt to 

bring our nuanced issues on fulfilment of PPT for 

treaty benefits in the context of MLI provisions and 

other related aspects.

Besides global developments, past few 

months has witnessed fast-paced developments 

on ongoing multilateral debate starting with the G7 

consensus on global minimum tax, immediately 

followed with hectic July by issuance of statement 

on two-pillar solution under the BEPS inclusive 

framework with a political consensus statement 

issued in the third G20 Finance Ministers and 

Central Bank Governors meeting. The pace of 

developments in July has set the ball rolling with 

hectic activity to deliver a detailed implementation 

plan to be finalized by October 2021. This would 

be the most watched development in the coming 

months.

 Back home, the branch activity gathered 

momentum particularly in our Western Regional 

including webinar on analysis of Software ruling 

of the Supreme Court, putting an end to 2-decade 

long dispute affirming international principles. 

The importance of the Indian ruling can be 

gauged from its choice of Central IFA’s webinar 

series in May to debate “Landmark Court cases 

decided in 2020-2021”.  I wish to place on record 

stupendous success of the 2021 branch annual 

event which was organized in collaboration with 

IFA Asia- Pacific branches under able leadership 

of Nilesh Kapadia. A debate with Mr. Rashmi 

Ranjan Das, Joint Secretary, FT & TR and person 

at the helm of affairs at OECD-G20 is something 

that members are looking forward to. I take 

this opportunity to congratulate Mr. Das on his 

nomination in the 25 member UN Tax Committee 

on successful completion of 5-year term by Mr. 

Rajat Bansal, IRS.  I wish to take this opportunity to 

congratulate Isha Sekhri in her capacity as Editor 

of the monthly newsletter and thank Paresh for his 

contributions as his continuing support. Given the 

timing of this newsletter release, I am tempted to 

mention last weeks landmark Income-tax (2021) 

amendment bill to take away the retrospectivity 

of 2012 amendment on taxability of offshore 

transfer of assets, the most debated subject 

in the international fraternity. This stop press 

development, besides cheering, is a befitting 

honor to the legacy of late Finance Minister Arun 

Jaitley.

 Before I end, a reminder that the 2021 Central 

IFA event with a theme ‘The global tax agreement’ 

for members will be in virtual mode on November 

20-30, December 1. For members, who have 

not cleared the dues, kindly do so to avoid 

disappointment.

 I look forward to our interactions. Wishing you 

joy and good health.

   

Sincerely, Mukesh
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DELIBERATION ON 
“DOUBLE NON-TAXATION”

CASE STUDY

Contributed by:  CA Jhankhana Thakkar and Adv Sudarshan Rangan

SECTION - I

FACTS OF THE CASE

Pre-Structure

P Ltd

Mutual
Funds

Post-Structure

Country A

Holding 
Mutual Funds

Migrated/Re-domiciled 
during the year to 

Sale of entire holding of 
mutual funds in MarchCountry B

P Ltd
Country C

1. Pre-Structure
1.1 P Ltd is a resident of Country A and has invested in a mutual fund scheme in Country B. 
1.2 P Ltd was holding mutual funds as an investment and not doing business in mutual 

funds. 
1.3 P Ltd is eligible to claim treaty benefits for income earned from investment in mutual 

funds and tax was not payable in Country B for income earned from mutual funds. P Ltd 
was holding valid Tax Residency Certificate for claiming treaty benefits and not having 
permanent establishment in Country B.

1.4 P Ltd was unable to grow its market in Country A and instead of running into losses, P 
Ltd decided to migrate or re-domicile its business for commercial reasons in Country C 
after studying its business strategy.

1.5 Migration of Residency will be as under:
- De-registration of P Ltd in Country A
- Change of registered address of P Ltd to Country C
- Restatement of Articles of Association and appointment of Board of Directors in 

Country C
- Continuance of corporate existence and merely change of residency
- No dissolution of the P Ltd for migrating to Country C
- No transfer/disposal of asset owned by P Ltd
- The re-domiciliation of P Ltd have been approved in Country C
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2. Post-Structure
2.1 P Ltd migrated/re-domiciled in Country C in the month of August i.e. during the mid 

of the year and continue to hold the mutual funds as investments which is based in 
Country B.

2.2 P Ltd has sold its entire holding of mutual funds in the month of March to a buyer, resident 
of Country B.

2.3 P Ltd has not paid any capital gains tax in Country B and Country C on account of the 
following reasons:
- The Company is also a tax resident of Country C 
- Availed the treaty benefit under Article 14(6) between Country B and Country C, 

wherein the sale of mutual funds is taxable in its resident state i.e. Country C
- In Country C, P Ltd is liable to tax but not subject to tax due to domestic tax laws 

benefit. 
- Hence, no taxes are payable in both the countries. However, such domestic law 

benefit was not available if P Ltd was situated in Country A.
- P Ltd also relied on the Indian SC decision in case of UOI v Azadi Bachao Andolan 

(263 ITR 706) (SC). 
 The Apex Court held that the expression ‘liable to tax’ in the contracting state as used 

in the Tax Treaty, does not necessarily imply that the person should actually be liable 
to tax in that contracting state and that it is enough if the other contracting state has 
the right to tax such person, whether or not such right is exercised’ .

3. Taxation impact on sale of mutual funds

Particulars If not migrated 
re-domiciled to Country C

If migrated re-domiciled to 
Country C

Country B As per treaty benefit between 
Country A and Country B
Article 14(6) – Taxing right is 
with Country A

As per treaty benefit between 
Country C and Country B
Article 14(6) – Taxing Right is 
with Country C.

Country A Taxable as per its domestic 
tax laws

-

Country C - Not taxable in Country C as 
per its domestic tax laws.

Remarks - Double non-taxation situation

4. Tax Authorities arguments:
The tax authorities of Country B denied the benefit of capital gains tax exemption and stated the 
following reasons:
- Migration/Re-domiciliation decision was taken to avail the domestic laws benefit on capital 

gains tax in Country C since the huge stake was involved;
- Double non-taxation can never be a scenario and company should discharge its tax liability 

in one of the countries i.e. it should be subject to tax merely liable to tax will not suffice.
- Ruled out the SC decision in case of UOI v Azadi Bachao Andolan (263 ITR 706) (SC).
- Denied the entire treaty benefit on the ground that Treaty Shopping is not permissible 

disregarding the commercial reasons provided by P Ltd for migration/re-domiciliation.

SECTION - I
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QUESTIONS & EXPERTSPEAK

CHETAN RAO
Director, Foreign Tax and Tax 
Research Division of Central 

Board of Direct Taxes

PROF MIRANDA STEWART
Professor, Tax Group, 
Melbourne Law School

CA RASHMIN SANGHVI
Specialises in International 

Taxation & FEMA.

SECTION - I

5. Questions:
5.1 Assuming P Ltd is a tax resident of 
Country C, can Country B deny the treaty 
entitlement between Country B and Country 
C on the grounds that P Ltd is not taxable in 
Country C. How to interpret the term ‘liable to 
tax’ as appearing in Article 4 of the tax treaties.  
Should the term be defined in the domestic 
laws of each Country similar to what India has 
recently proposed in its Finance Budget 2021?  

Chetan Rao (‘CR’): Since the term ‘liable to 
tax’ is an undefined treaty term, in line with 

Art. 3(2) of treaties, the meaning given under 
domestic tax law should be adopted.

If the domestic law of Country B defines 
the term ‘liable to tax’ in the same manner 
as proposed in the Finance Act, 2021, then 
Country B can deny the treaty entitlement if 
no income-tax liability has been imposed in 
Country C. However, if a person is not subject 
to income-tax because of any exemption 
pursuant to the imposition of liability, then treaty 
benefit cannot be denied. In other words, there 
has to be a liability of income-tax in Country 
C which may or may not lead to payment of 

Notes for Question 5.1:
• Sub-section (29A) proposed to define the term ‘liable to tax’ in relation to a person, means that there is a liability 

of tax on such person under any law for the time being in force in any country, and shall include a case where 
subsequent to imposition of tax liability, an exemption has been provided;’

• Accordingly, where there is a liability of tax on a person under any law of any country, such person is treated as 
‘liable to tax’ even if an exemption has been provided from such tax liability i.e. not subject to tax.
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tax due to an exemption in Country C. The 
observation of SC in Azadi Bachao Andolan 
that it is sufficient if the other contracting state 
has the right to tax, does not hold good after 
the amendment of the law. 

Ideal situation is to have the term ‘liable to 
tax’ defined in the treaty itself – OECD MTC 
also recommends that if two treaty partners 
consider different meaning of the term ‘liable 
to tax’, they must address the issue in their 
bilateral negotiations . However, in absence 
of any definition in the treaties, it is better if the 
countries define the term ‘liable to tax’ under 
the domestic laws.

CA Rashmin Sanghvi (‘RS’):
Initial Observations:
1. In the beginning some observations 
applicable to all queries are made. There 
after each query as given in the case study is 
broken up into separate issues and then my 
observations are given.

2. Short forms used in this Article:
CTA:    Covered Tax Agreement = That treaty 
which is subject to MLI.

3. Since the Case Study calls for views on 
MLI, I assume that all concerned countries 
have executed MLI and their agreements 
are “Covered Tax Agreements” (CTA). Hence 
Preamble and PPT being minimum standards 
are applicable.

4. Normally all countries tax their residents’ 
incomes. Especially when COS does not tax 
it, COR will levy full tax. In the Case Study, 
COS – B is not taxing under the treaty. And 
COR – C does not tax it under its domestic 

law. Hence I consider C as a Tax Haven. Tax 
Haven is a country that abets tax avoidance by 
people liable to tax in other countries. The Tax 
Haven even makes legislations to facilitate tax 
avoidance by Treaty Shopping & several other 
means.  

5. Country B – COS in the Case Study will 
not tax under Treaty. I assume that under its 
domestic law, the capital gains would be 
taxable. Because of the Treaty between B & C;  
P Ltd is claiming relief from tax.

6. Names of countries are not given. The fact 
that application of Indian SC decision in Azadi 
Bachao case is to be considered can mean 
that country B is India. However, irrespective of 
the country, we consider the principles in the 
SC decision.

7. Re: “Liable to Tax”: Government of India 
has made amendments in Income-tax Act 
(ITA) under Finance Act 2021. Section 2(29A) 
– definition of “Liable to tax” has been added. 
It is poorly worded & will cause litigation. I will 
interprete the law as it is today on the Statute 
books. Anyone planning on the basis of this 
law may beware. The law may change.
8.  Treaty Shopping:  P Ltd. claims: 1.4:
“Pre –Restructuring: P Ltd was unable to grow 
its market in Country A and instead of running 
into losses, P Ltd decided to migrate or re-
domicile its business for commercial reasons in 
Country C after studying its business strategy.”

My comments on this claim by the Tax 
payer:
Income-tax proceedings are serious 
proceedings where every statement needs to 

SECTION - I

• The amendment is proposed to be effective from AY 21-22
 By virtue of amendment in law, following are the concerns:
- Whether the tax department still has a power to disregard the above amendment and challenge that a person 

should be subject to tax in either of a country, since there is a revenue loss of tax department;
- Whether tax department treat the re-domiciliation as a tax avoidance arrangement due to double non-taxation 

benefit
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be supported by solid facts. With BEPS & GAAR, 
it is established that substance will prevail 
over form. If the tax payer makes a statement 
& then acts contrary to the statement, such 
statement can be & should be rejected by the 
Tax Officer. P ltd. claims that “unable to grow its 
market in Country A, it decided to migrate”. But 
its investments were in B. Not in A. If its market is 
in B Ltd., how does migrating from A to C help?

In any case, if it wanted to grow the market; 
why did it sell off the whole of its investment 
portfolio in Mutual Fund situated in B? P Ltd.’s 
action belies its statement. Hence the 
statement has to be rejected.

Even if its claim were genuine, investment 
in B was a past action. P Ltd. should pay the 
due taxes on capital gains on past investments. 
Then it may go to C. In future it may invest from 
C, and then if it earns capital gains; then it may 
claim relief under treaty between C & B.

Once this Growth Story is rejected, the 
principal purpose for “Migration” is – to resort 
to Treaty Shopping and take undue advantage 
of a beneficial treaty. In real tax proceedings, 
P Ltd. may be given an opportunity to 
substantiate its claim. But in Case Study we 
have to proceed based on the facts available. 
Treaty Shopping is directly contrary to the 
objective of BEPS exercise; and Preamble 
as specified in MLI – Article 6. Hence Treaty 
benefit must be rejected. 

9. Treaty Shopping and SC decision in 
Azadi Bachao case.
Every tax payer wanting to avoid tax by Treaty 
Shopping wants to take support from SC 
decision in the case of Azadi Bachao Andolan. 
In my respectful submission, with humility, I 
submit that this decision is incorrect. The Delhi 
HC decision in the same case was better.  In 
any case, one ground in the SC decision was 
that law makes no specific provision to prevent 
Treaty Shopping. Now Indian Government’s 
intention & almost global intention has been 
declared through MLI. Treaty Shopping is not 

permitted. If, despite this writing on the wall, 
someone wants to try treaty shopping; he 
cannot complain if Tax Officer rejects his claim 
& prosecutes him for deliberate tax avoidance.

In my view, even under the earlier law without 
MLI, Treaty Shopping was impermissible tax 
avoidance. With humility and with respect 
I may add that there have been judicial 
decisions where appellate authorities have not 
given justice but have taken technical views of 
certain words & phrases. Tax Payers’ aggressive 
tax planning succeeds with technical 
interpretations. One tax payer benefits at the 
cost of 139 crore Indians. Government has to 
protect revenue and go on making deeming 
provisions or introduce definitions like in 
Section 29A; and in extreme cases, make anti-
avoidance provisions with retrospective effect. 
This vicious cycle results in the law becoming 
too complicated. 
BEPS, GAAR & Transfer Pricing have made Tax 
Law impossible to comply with. Primary cause 
for this situation is: aggressive tax planning 
which succeeds in Courts.
10.  Principal Purpose Test: Article 7 – MLI:
As discussed above, based on the facts given 
in this Case Study, the Principal Purpose of the 
Tax Payer is to abuse the treaty & take undue 
advantage. Hence even under Article 7 of MLI, 
P Ltd. cannot get Treaty benefit. 

Initial Observations applicable to all 
queries completed.

Questions as per the Case Study:
1.1  Assuming P Ltd is a tax resident of 
Country C, can Country B deny the treaty 
entitlement between Country B and Country 
C on the grounds that P Ltd is not taxable in 
Country C. 

1.2   How to interpret the term ‘liable to tax’ 
as appearing in Article 4 of the tax treaties.  
1.3     Should the term be defined in the domestic 

SECTION - I
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laws of each Country similar to what India has 
recently proposed in its Finance Budget 2021?

My Responses:
1.1  In my view “Liable to Tax” means that 
the tax payer claiming treaty relief is actually 
liable to pay tax. If he earns income, he has to 
pay tax. If there is no income; or if the Country 
has given any specific exemption for certain 
kinds of incomes, then he is “not subject to tax”. 
But he is still liable to tax. India gives several 
exemptions under- inter alia - Section 10 of 
the Income-tax Act. These exempt assessees 
also will be liable to pay tax if they have say, 
a business income. Hence these assessees 
should be considered as “Liable to Tax”.

An individual’s income may be less than 
the basic exemption limit – say, Rs, 2,50,000. 
He is still a person “Liable to Tax”. If & when 
he will have income more than the basic 
limit, he will have to pay tax. India has proper 
Income-tax Act. Every Indian resident is liable 
to income-tax if he has taxable income. Hence 
all the 139 crore Indians are “Liable to Tax” but 
probably 133 crore Indians are not “subject to 
Income-tax”. If they have foreign income they 
will be entitled to claim relief under relevant 
treaty or unilateral relief under Section 91. The 
difference between Subject to tax and 
liable to tax is clear. When applied “in the 
light of the object and purpose of treaty” 
(Vienna convention – Article 31); these 133 
crore Indians will be considered as Liable to 
Tax; but P Ltd. will NOT be considered as liable 
to tax. It has migrated to a Tax Haven with a 
specific purpose of Treaty Shopping.

Income-tax Act is to be considered qua a 
specific Assessment Year. If a country does 
not tax its residents in the current year, it is of 
no use to say that in future the government 
may pass law and may ask him to pay tax. A 
potential liability cannot be considered for 
determining whether a person is “liable to 
Tax”. With respect, I humbly disagree from the 
judicial decisions that hold potential liability 

as relevant for the consideration.

1.2 Whether all countries should define the 
term: “Liable to tax”:
In my view: no law can go on defining each & 
every term used in the law. Meaning of the word 
or term has to be derived based on the context. 
As far as interpretation of a treaty is concerned, 
it is abundantly clear that the interpreter must 
consider the object & purpose of the treaty. 
[Vienna Convention Extract of Article 31(1): 
“A treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in 
accordance with the ordinary meaning to be 
given to the terms of the treaty in their context 
and in the light of its object and purpose.”]

Purpose of a treaty is to avoid double 
taxation. It has been abundantly clarified 
that the purpose of a treaty is not to abet 
Double Non-Taxation and certainly not Treaty 
Shopping. Somehow Tax Jurisprudence has 
so developed that: In tax proceedings people 
stretch meanings beyond limits. In all other 
judicial proceedings all parties have to look at 
the substance of facts and intention of the law. 
If these principles are observed, there will be 
no need for too many definitions and detailed 
anti-avoidance provisions.

Given the tax jurisprudence that has 
developed in India; Government of India has 
rightly provided definition of “Liable to Tax” and 
avoided one set of controversies. However, the 
way the definition has been drafted, there will 
be another set of controversies. I am explaining 
below.

Life is such that every anti-avoidance 
provision results in damage to some innocent 
tax payers. Government wanted an anti-
avoidance provision for residents of Tax 
Havens. But in the process, Sovereign Funds 
whom the COR would legitimately exempt 
from Income-tax; would be hit. Refer to Section 
10 (23FE) Explanation 1 Clause C. These funds 
are exempted from Indian tax U/S. 10(23FE) 
and they may also be exempt from COR taxes. 
Still they should be entitled to treaty relief. 

SECTION - I
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(Whatever may be the benefit.) To provide for 
such a relief, S. 2(29A) has used a sentence: “…
shall include a person who has subsequently 
been exempted from such liability under the 
law of that country”. 

Unfortunately the words used here are 
general. Hence any other Tax Payer who has 
been granted exemption under the law will 
also be covered. For example, Singapore 
resident individual will be liable to tax on 
his salary & business income in Singapore. 
However, Singapore levies no tax on capital 
gains & dividends. Still such an individual will 
be considered “Liable to Tax” in Singapore. If 
he earns dividend and capital gains from India, 
he will be entitled to treaty relief. This will result 
in “Double Non-Taxation”. While a bonafide 
resident of Singapore may get Double Non-
Taxation; a resident of a third country is not 
allowed to migrate to Singapore & resort to Treaty 
Shopping. This is called “वीवेक” or discretion.

1.3.  Having considered the meaning of the 
term, we proceed to apply treaty as amended 
by MLI.
1.4 Article 6 provides for Preamble of all 
CTAs to be changed. Preamble to the treaty 
between countries B & C is deemed to have 
been changed in pursuance of MLI. B will have 
right to reject treaty benefit and tax P Ltd’s 
capital gains under B’s domestic law. C may or 
may not tax. 

1.5 Article 7 Principal Purpose Test: As 
discussed above, under Article 7 of MLI  also, 
the Tax Officer will be entitled to reject the 
treaty benefit to P Ltd.

Prof Miranda Stewart (‘MS’):
The income derived from the sale of the 
mutual funds is a capital gain; this is because 
P Ltd holds the mutual funds as a passive 
investment and is not actively in a business 
of investing. This is assumed, it will depend 

on the domestic law as to how to treat gains 
derived by companies, which are otherwise in 
a different sort of business (according to these 
facts).

The usual scenario would be that 
under Article 13(5) of the OECD Model Tax 
Convention which is equivalent to Article 
13(6) of the UN Model Tax Convention [you 
refer Art 14(6)] “gains from the alienation of 
any property, other than that referred to in 
paragraphs 1, 2, 3 and 4, shall be taxable only 
in the Contracting State of which the alienator 
is a resident.”

The circumstances in the previous paras of 
Art 13 of the OECD model do not apply in these 
facts, on the assumption that the mutual funds 
do not derive more than 50 per cent of their 
value directly or indirectly from immovable 
property. The provision in Art 13 (5) of the UN 
model also does not apply; this is an integrity 
provision where the seller owns above a 
certain per cent threshold of the capital of the 
underlying entity. It is assumed that the mutual 
funds are widely held so that this provision 
does not apply.

Therefore, post-structure, as stated in the 
facts, Country C as the “residence” state of P 
Ltd at the time of derivation of the gain has the 
sole right to tax.

If Country C does not tax P Ltd although it 
has the sole jurisdictional right to do so, could 
this lead to P Ltd not having an entitlement to 
treaty benefits, ie to the benefit of protection of 
Art 13(5)/(6)?

P Ltd is entitled to the B-C tax treaty benefits 
by virtue of being a resident of country C. Article 
4(1) (“resident”) combined with Article 1(1) 
(“persons covered”) extends treaty benefits to 
“any person who, under the laws of that State, 
is liable to tax therein by reason of his domicile, 
residence, place or management or any other 
criterion of a similar nature …”

The interpretation of this, as discussed in 
the OECD Model Commentary on Article 4 
(paras 8.11 onwards) will vary depending on 

SECTION - I
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the domestic law of the state. In many States, an 
entity will be considered “liable to tax” even if its 
exempt (e.g. a charity). However, other States 
may treat it differently. This may be addressed 
in bilateral tax treaty negotiations. If the Apex 
Court decision UOI was applicable for Country 
C – then it seems that P Ltd will be considered 
as “liable to tax” unless a specific provision or 
rule appears in the bilateral B-C tax treaty. This 
would be the more typical approach.

In Australia’s bilateral tax treaties, the usual 
approach has been not to use the “liable to 
tax” phrase; older treaties use a phrase like “a 
resident of that State for the purposes of its tax”, 
while more recent treaties state ”liable to tax as 
a resident of that State”. This language aims to 
ensure that treaty benefits apply to the entity, 
such as an exempt charity, even if it does not 
pay tax. The language does not require actual 
payment of tax, or being “subject to tax” in a 
specific sense, for obtaining treaty benefits.

The Indian Budget proposal in (29A) 
outlined above would be consistent with 
the more common OECD Model approach, 
and with the approach that is taken by the 
Australian government to its tax treaties. The 
treaty policy would be to extend treaty benefits 
to “residents” even if they do not pay tax under 
the domestic law, and then apply more specific 
anti-abuse or limitation of benefits rules in 
avoidance situations if required. On this basis, 
the tax department would not be entitled to 
disregard the amendment except by applying 
a relevant and specific anti-abuse or other rule 
that would deny the treaty benefits.

5.2 Can Country B deny the treaty benefits 
under the MLI invoking the anti-abuse 
provision the Principal Purpose Test? How 
should the PPT threshold be tested in light of 
the objective and subjective parameters in the 
impugned transaction? 

CR: Principal Purpose Test (PPT) will be 
triggered if at least one of the principal 

purposes of the arrangement (i.e. redomiciling 
to Country C) is to obtain benefit of treaty 
between country B and C.

The PPT test consists of two elements 
– the subjective element which is ‘one of 
the principal purposes’ for entering into the 
transaction/arrangement was to obtain a tax 
benefit and the objective element which is 
‘granting that benefit is in accordance with the 
object and purpose of the relevant provisions’ 
of a tax treaty.  

The taxpayer cannot avoid the application 
of PPT by stating that the ‘arrangement or 
transaction was not undertaken or arranged 
to obtain the benefits of the Convention’. 
Likewise, the tax authorities cannot uphold 
the application of this by comparing the 
actual transaction with an alternative 
transaction that might have resulted in higher 
taxes. Therefore, in order to determine the 
‘purposes’ for entering into the arrangement 
or transaction, an objective analysis of all 
facts and circumstances surrounding the 
arrangement/ transaction needs to be carried 
out. If an objective analysis of all facts and 
circumstances surrounding the arrangement/ 
transaction leads to the conclusion that there 
are several ‘principal purposes’, both non-tax 
purposes and tax purposes, then the question 
arises as to whether the subjective element is 
satisfied or not? It can be argued that as long as 
‘one of the principal purposes’ is to obtain a tax 
benefit, even if the arrangement/ transaction 
has several ‘principal purposes’, the subjective 
element gets satisfied. The various purposes 
for the arrangement/ transaction have to be 
weighed to reach a decision. The commentary 
to the PPT clarifies that the subjective element is 
not applicable when a principal consideration 
is not to obtain a treaty benefit. If the subjective 
element is satisfied, the taxpayer has to prove 
that ‘granting that benefit is in accordance 
with the object and purpose of the relevant 
provisions’ of a tax treaty.

SECTION - I
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The subjective test of the PPT has to be 
seen as protecting the taxpayer acting in good 
faith, but also as a proxy for testing violation 
of object and purpose. If a particular structure 
is motivated by tax avoidance, that structure 
would be at odds with reality and, accordingly, 
would violate the object and purpose of the 
tax treaty (or of the relevant provisions thereof), 
unless the taxpayer could meet the burden of 
proof regarding the object and purpose

In this case, the principal purpose can be 
ascertained by undertaking a detailed analysis 
of the facts and surrounding circumstances, 
such as – 

 � Board minutes of P Ltd outlining the 
objectives / reasons for redomiciling;

 � Advice from tax / legal professionals 
involved in advising the clients and 
correspondence by the client with the 
professionals;

 � Whether P Ltd is actually carrying on 
business in Country C since redomiciling 
(the primary non-tax reason given above 
for redomiciling) and whether it has taken 
genuine steps to grow its business as 
compared to that in country A, in line 
with the ‘business strategy’ referred in the 
above factual matrix.

 � Whether it is carrying on business (and to 
what extent) after the sale of mutual funds 
in March, say for 1-2 years after the sale of 
mutual funds. 

 � Proportion of assets held by P Ltd in the 
form of mutual funds vis-à-vis other assets.

 � It may be noted that the time gap between 
change of domicile (August) and sale of 
mutual funds (March) is also important 
factor for  consideration, especially since 
mutual funds can be liquidated easily and 
if tax benefit on sale was the only objective, 
the sale may have been undertaken earlier.

RS: Yes.
Case Study facts do not give the parameters. 
In general, the parameters should be tested 
to meet with MLI objective of denying Double 
Non-Taxation and Treaty Shopping.

MS: It is assumed that Countries B and C have 
both signed and ratified the MLI, it applies to 
the B-C tax treaty and it is in force and effect, 
having adopted the Principal Purpose Test.
The PPT (Article 7 MLI prevention of treaty 
abuse) requires that notwithstanding the 
provisions in the B-C tax treaty, “a benefit” 
under that treaty “shall not be granted … if 
it is reasonable to conclude, having regard 
to all relevant facts and circumstances, that 
obtaining that benefit was one of the principal 
purposes of any arrangement or transaction 
that resulted directly or indirectly in that 
benefit, unless it is established that granting 
that benefit in these circumstances would be 
in accordance with the object and purpose of 
the relevant provisions” of the B-C tax treaty.
P Ltd is eligible for the country C exemption of 
capital gain, and for the B-C treaty allocation of 
sole jurisdiction over the capital gain to country 
C, because P Ltd is a resident of country C. 
We are told that P Ltd moved residence from 
country A to country C in August, and more 
than 6 months later (March of the next year), 
sells the mutual funds in country B. We are also 
told the move is for commercial and business 
purposes for growing the business of P Ltd. 
There are no facts about the reasons for sale 
of the mutual funds, but we can assume it is a 
commercial sale at a suitable price. There are 
also no facts about the timing of that sale. For 
completeness, it would be advisable for P Ltd 
to be able to justify and explain the sale, its 
timing, and that it is a commercial price.
The allocation of sole taxing jurisdiction to 
country C produces a “benefit” to P Ltd (as it 
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benefits from the jurisdictional rule in the B-C 
tax treaty). However, having regard to all of the 
facts and circumstances, it does not seem that 
obtaining that benefit was “one of the principal 
purposes” of changing residence to country C. 
Without commercial reasons for the move from 
country A to country C, this could appear to be 
“treaty shopping”, which the PPT is intended, 
in a general way, to prevent (in place of the 
more complex Limitation of Benefits rule which 
is the alternative under Article 7 MLI). As P Ltd 
is legitimately a resident of country C, then 
granting the “benefit” accords with the object 
and purpose of the treaty. There is a good 
argument that the PPT does not apply to deny 
the treaty benefits.

5.3 Can Country B invoke the new preamble 
in light of the MLI and deny the treaty benefits 
on the guise that there is double non-taxation? 
What is the impact of preamble in the tax 
treaties? 

CR: It is a well-settled principle that the Preamble 
of a treaty reveals the object and purpose of 
the treaty and is a tool for interpretation of the 
treaty. In international jurisprudence, preamble 
has been relied in order to verify the entitlement 
or applicability of a tax treaty at the time of 
dispute. The Preamble text contemplated in 
the MLI describes the overall purpose of the 
Convention to implement tax treaty-related 
measures agreed as parts of the G20/ OECD 
Base Erosion Profit Shifting (BEPS) package. 
The Preamble as per MLI recognises the 
need to ensure that existing agreements for 
the avoidance of double taxation on income 
are interpreted to eliminate double taxation 
with respect to the taxes covered by those 
agreements without creating opportunities 
for nontaxation or reduced taxation through 
tax evasion or avoidance (including through 
treaty-shopping arrangements aimed at 
obtaining reliefs provided in those agreements 

for the indirect benefit of residents of third 
jurisdictions).

If application of the treaty leads to 
double non-taxation, the treaty will become 
inapplicable by virtue of the preamble. The 
preamble acts like a filter that keeps out 
situations of double non-taxation from taking 
treaty benefits. Country B can invoke the 
preamble for not giving treaty benefit (if treaty 
benefit leads to double non-taxation) and tax 
the income under its domestic laws. This can 
be applied in two ways – one through the 
Principal purpose test (PPT) and the other 
through the juridical anti -avoidance rules 
which are recognized by Courts.  

It is also important to consider that PPT will 
not apply if granting treaty benefit would be 
in accordance with the object and purpose of 
the relevant provisions of the treaty. Relevant 
provisions of the treaty between Country B – 
Country C, in the present facts, would be –

 � The relevant capital gains article of treaty 
which provides for residence country 
taxation on sale of assets such as mutual 
funds;

 � The preamble of the treaty (as amended 
by the MLI) which provides that one of 
the objectives of the treaty is not to create 
opportunities for non-taxation.

RS: Yes. Preamble is applicable along with the 
PPT resulting in denial of treaty benefits to P Ltd. 
Impact of the preamble is: more than a hundred 
countries have given warning to all tax payers: 
“Do not abuse Treaty for Tax Avoidance”.

MS: The new Preamble to the B-C tax treaty, 
inserted as a result of Article 6 MLI, observes 
that the tax treaty intends to eliminate double 
taxation “without creating opportunities for 
non-taxation or reduced taxation through tax 
evasion or avoidance …”.  Clearly, this is not 
tax evasion. The “tax avoidance” aspect of 
this structure can only refer to the change of 
residence of P Ltd from country A to country B; 
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it is this, alone, which creates the opportunity 
for non-taxation of the gain. 

While this arrangement on its face could be 
seen as treaty shopping (without commercial 
reasons as discussed under 5.2), the sentence 
in the brackets “(including through treaty-
shopping arrangements …)” does not apply 
because it refers to “the indirect benefit of 
residents of third jurisdictions”. While P Ltd 
was previously a resident of a third jurisdiction 
(country A), they are no longer such a resident, 
and we explained above that the move of P 
Ltd from country A to country B was not tax-
motivated in all the facts and circumstances.

However, more generally, the preamble is 
not a binding Article of the B-C treaty, but simply 
an indication of the country parties intentions 
(as expressed by adopting the MLI). Therefore 
it provides assistance as to how to interpret 
other Articles, including the new PPT, but is not 
a binding provision itself. The Preamble could 
provide assistance in interpreting Article 1 
(persons covered) and Article 4 (residence) of 
the B-C treaty. If Article 4 is similar to the OECD 
Model, however, it will rely first on domestic 
country law about the definition of “residence” 
and only will apply a tie-breaker as needed; 
it does not contain anti-abuse rules about 
the change of residence. Similarly Article 1 
depends on domestic law of treaty parties.

5.4 In light of the above question, even when 
double non-taxation scenario appears on 
account of genuine treaty negotiations, will 
that be challenged or is there any remedy 
available?
Also if Country B denies treaty benefit, 
does that amount to violation of the good 
faith principles? Abuse of rights is equally 
applicable for tax-administration as well, hence 
what is the recourse available under the Public 
International Law?

CR: In this case recourse / remedy available for 
the company are –

 � Appeal to domestic judicial fora under 
Country B’s domestic law;

 � Recourse under para 4 of Article 7 of the 
MLI if made applicable by the Contracting 
States;

 � Mutual Agreement Procedure (MAP).

Denial of treaty benefit by invoking PPT cannot 
be considered as violation of good faith 
principle, as the PPT has been introduced to 
ensure that abusive transactions (ie abuse 
of treaty provisions such as through treaty 
shopping) that are considered as a violation 
of the good faith principle  are not given treaty 
benefits.

RS: All tax payers have been ‘put on notice’ from 
the year 2013 – when BEPS exercise started. 
In the year 2021, it should be reasonably 
understood that every tax payer is well aware 
of MLI provisions. Treaty has been modified. 
Every treaty is a contract between two nations. 
Both nations together can certainly modify their 
own contract. While such modification cannot 
be given a retrospective effect; prospective 
effect is reasonable. P Ltd. is expected to know 
the change in applicable treaty. Its migration 
of domicile must be viewed as direct and 
deliberate violation of objective of the treaty 
read with MLI. P Ltd. is not entitled to claim the 
treaty benefit. 

In the present case, Country B would be 
well within its legal rights to reject treaty relief 
to P Ltd. If Tax Officer does not reject the 
treaty relief, he will be harming the interests 
of all honest tax payers of Country B. P Ltd.’s 
allegation of “Violation of Good Faith Principle” 
would be a classic case of: “चोर कोटवाल को 
डांटे”. Fair & just recourse available to P Ltd 
is to pay up full tax in B. Do not waste good 
resources on infructuous litigation. 
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I am not making detailed comments on 
International Public Law except that:  MLI is part 
of Public International Law. If the Tax Officer of 
B does not reject P Ltd.’s claim of treaty relief; 
he would be violating Public International law.

One may refer to following links:
OECD: https://www.oecd.org/tax/treaties/
legal-note-on-the-functioning-of-the-MLI-
under-public-international-law.pdf
IBFD: https://www.ibfd.org/sites/ibfd.org/files/
content/pdf/EC_wtj_2016_03_int_3.pdf

MS: Presumably, you are referring to the 
genuine treaty negotiations between countries 
B and C, and their adoption of the MLI – note 
the latter is not a “negotiation” as such, it 
requires unilateral action by each of countries 
B and C about which provisions they sign up 
to and which treaties they list as Covered Tax 
Agreements.

On the basis of the above analysis, it 
appears that country B is not entitled to assert 
jurisdiction to tax the capital gain arising from 
the sale of mutual funds by P Ltd. If country 
B does this, it will be in breach of the B-C 
tax treaty. This would be a breach at public 
international law, but enforcement is not 
straightforward. Country C (if interested in 
doing so) would be able to express concern 
through diplomatic channels, or to take steps 
in relation to suspending the tax treaty, or 
other similar remedies in international law. The 
issue is not so much one of “bad faith” – but of 
breaching the legal terms of the treaty.

Does P Ltd have any remedies in country 
C or country B? This may depend on the 
domestic law of country C, as to whether P 
Ltd would have any remedies in the courts of 
country C. However, it is unlikely that P Ltd has 
a remedy in country C: the issue for P Ltd is not 
that its own residence country (now country 
C) is failing to apply treaty benefits properly 
in its tax assessment, the issue for P Ltd is that 
country B is asserting tax jurisdiction.

Does P Ltd have a remedy in the courts 
of country B? Yes. P Ltd would be assessed 
to tax on the capital gain, by country B, and P 
Ltd could, depending on the domestic legal 
system of country B, dispute this assessment in 
the courts. P Ltd would argue that the levying 
of tax by country B is in breach of country B law 
(as modified by the treaty). The argument is not 
that the gain is exempt in country C, but that 
country B has no jurisdiction to tax the gain.

This argument may depend on how 
country B incorporates a bilateral tax treaty 
into its domestic law. If executed tax treaties of 
country B take “direct effect”, then the treaty 
itself is law and overrides domestic law or 
administrative action by the tax authority of 
country B. 

In Australia, the tax treaty must be 
incorporated into domestic law, by legislation 
of the Parliament – it will not be binding in terms 
of domestic law until this is done. So, if the 
country B-C tax treaty were not legislated into 
domestic law (if Australia was country B), there 
would be a breach of international law but not 
a breach of domestic law, and P Ltd would 
not have any remedy based on the treaty. 
However, if the B-C tax treaty was legislated 
into domestic law, then it because part of the 
law and overrides prior provisions. In this case, 
P Ltd would have a remedy in the courts of 
Australia, arguing that the assessment was 
excessive and there is no jurisdiction to tax. P 
Ltd should succeed on this basis.

As a side note, in Australia, we have a 
domestic general anti-avoidance rule, that 
takes priority over all of our bilateral tax treaties. 
The tax authority in Australia (if it was country B) 
may seek to argue that the change of residence 
was solely to obtain a tax benefit. However, this 
argument may be difficult to make – the benefit 
P Ltd gets, from country C not taxing the capital 
gain, is a result of the treaty allocation of tax 
jurisdiction.
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5.5 Whether Mutual Agreement Procedure 
between the two countries is possible to take 
consensus decision towards double non-
taxation scenario? Will the MAP be effective 
in such scenario or will it remain a mere 
‘endeavour’ to resolve disputes?

CR: The first sentence of Article 25(2) of the 
OECD Model Tax Convention stipulates that 
competent authorities have an obligation 
to endeavour to resolve MAP cases with a 
view to avoiding taxation not in accordance 
with the provisions of the convention. In this 
respect, paragraph 5.1 of the Commentary on 
Article 25 of the OECD Model Tax Convention 
notes that this obligation requires competent 
authorities to seek to resolve the case in a 
fair and objective manner, on its merits, in 
accordance with the terms of the convention 
and applicable principles of international 
law on the interpretation of treaties. Further, 
paragraph 37 of the Commentary states that 
although Article 25(2) does not place a duty 
on competent authorities to achieve a result 
in a MAP case, it no doubt entails a duty to 
negotiate. In addition, paragraph 31 of the 
Commentary states that once the competent 
authority receives a MAP request, it is under an 
obligation to consider whether the objection 
is justified and, if it appears to be justified, take 
action on it in one of the two forms provided for 
in paragraph 2, i.e. by providing unilateral relief 
or by initiating the bilateral stage of MAP. 

The effectiveness of MAP in dealing with 
situations of double non-taxation scenarios 
depends on the specific facts and circumstances 
of the case and the provisions of the applicable 
treaty read with the provisions of MLI. 

Under Mutual Agreement Procedure, it 
is possible for competent authorities of both 
the countries to take a consensus decision 
on the issue of double non-taxation. Both the 
competent authorities may agree in this case 
based on the facts and circumstances that 

the decision to migrate / redomicile in Country 
C by P Ltd was driven or not driven by tax 
consideration taking into considerations the 
relevant factors on the basis of which PPT was 
evoked. Further, there may be some other 
factors that may be shared by the taxpayer as 
part of its MAP application.

RS: MAP will be a wasteful exercise for P Ltd. 
MAP is not meant to help & support direct & 
deliberate tax avoidance. If country C is a Tax 
Haven, its government may try to help P Ltd. in 
its Tax Avoidance exercise. Country B’s officers 
should reject such MAP attempts. 

Notes: 
1. Some readers may think that I am “Pro 
Government”. My clarification: I am not pro any 
government. In my 47 years’ practice so many 
governments have come & gone. I am pro 
honesty in substance to be practised and not 
just talked about.
2. Different approaches to practice:
One approach is: “I will take that opinion which 
is most beneficial to my client. Then, if the 
department does not accept the opinion, I will 
fight up to Supreme Court for justice.”
Second approach: “I will take an independent/ 
objective view. Client’s real facts & substance 
will be applied to the law. Vienna convention 
is to be applied not only to the treaty, but even 
to Income-tax Act. If the legal language is such 
that it offers several interpretations, I will go for 
legislative intent. My view will be just & fair.”
Third approach: “Considering current 
regulatory environment I will form an opinion 
as per the Second approach. Further, I will 
also try to anticipate – what view department 
is likely to take. To the extent practical, go with 
departmental view and avoid all litigation.

Place 2nd & 3rd view before the client & let him 
take the decision.
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Response to these questions are personal views of the Authors

Examples / options discussed in the responses are illustrative and the same should not be considered as an 

exhaustive list

My responses to the queries in Case study 
completed. Pranam.

MS: The MAP is intended to resolve disputes 
under the terms of the treaty. P Ltd could 
bring their case to the Competent Authority of 
country A or country B. Under the OECD Model 
Article 25, P Ltd could do this irrespective of the 
remedy potentially available under country B 
law. The case must usually be presented within 
three years of country B asserting jurisdiction 
to tax. 

The Competent Authorities of countries 
B and C in the terms of the Model “shall 
endeavour, if the objection appears to it to 
be justified an dif it is notitself able to arrive 
at a satisfactory solution, to resolve the case 

by mutual agreement… ” (Article 25(2)), or 
to resolve “any difficulties or doubts arising 
as to the interpretation or application of the 
Convention” (Article 25(3)). The argument 
would have to be that country B does not 
have the right to tax the gain. Whether country 
C taxes the gain or not is simply a matter of 
country C domestic law. 

P Ltd cannot compel the Competent 
Authorities to negotiate, or to resolve the 
dispute even if it is brought to MAP. Country 
C may consider this to be a justified objection; 
on the other hand, country C may not wish to 
“bother” taking this matter to MAP – country C 
is not interested in taxing the gain, and may not 
care whether P Ltd is taxable or not in country B. 
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KEY 
INTERNATIONAL 
TAX UPDATES
Contributed by: 
Seema Kejriwal, Suchint Majmudar, Meyya Nagappan, Aman Thakkar and Ameya Khare

I. Indian Updates

1) Analysis of the Taxation Laws 
(Amendment) Bill, 2021
The Government of India has introduced the 
Taxation Laws (Amendment) Bill no. 120 of 
2021, which seeks to provide relief in respect 
of income deemed to accrue or arise to a non-
resident due to direct and indirect transfer of 
capital assets by non-residents. Below is a brief 
overview of the same.

Amendment to Explanation 5 to section 
9(1)(i) of the Income-tax Act, 1961
1. Explanation 5 to section 9(1)(i) inserted by 

the Finance Act, 2012 retrospectively taxes 
income deemed to accrue or arise to a non-
resident, due to direct or indirect transfers 
involving shares or interest in a company 
or entity registered outside India, which 
derives their value substantially from the 
assets located in India.

2.     The Taxation Laws (Amendment) Bill, 2021 
(the Bill) proposes to insert three provisos in 
Explanation 5 to section 9(1)(i), to give relief 
to certain eligible entities impacted by the 
above retrospective amendment. These 
amendments propose that the provisions 
of indirect transfer of assets in India shall 
not apply to the assets transferred before 
28 May 2012 (i.e., the date on which the 
Finance Bill, 2012 received the assent of 
the President).

3. The Bill prevents the indirect transfers 
made before 28 May 2012 from being 
taxed under section 9(1)(i), on fulfilment of 
certain conditions, in case of:
(i) Ongoing or completed assessments 

including reassessments and post-
search assessments under section 143, 
section 144, section 147 or section 
153A or section 153C;

Please note that key international tax updates pertaining for the period January 2021 to 8 August 2021 have been 
considered in this issue.
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(ii) Order to be passed or already passed for 
enhancing the assessment or reducing 
refund already made or otherwise 
increasing liability made pursuant to 
rectification of mistake apparent on 
record under section 154;

(iii)  Order to be passed or already passed 
under section 201(1) with respect to 
withholding taxes, treating any person 
as ‘taxpayer-in-default’;

(iv) Order which has been passed imposing 
a penalty under Chapter XXI or under 
section 221.

4. The Bill, further, proposes that where any 
amount becomes refundable to such 
person, then such amount shall be refunded 
to him, but no interest under section 244A 
shall be paid on that amount.

5. The relief in cases of concluded 
assessments shall be given to only those 
taxpayers who satisfy the following 
conditions:
(i) Withdraw or submit an undertaking to 

withdraw pending appeals and writ 
petitions against any order in respect of 
income from indirect transfer.    

(ii) Withdraw or submit an undertaking to 
withdraw any proceeding arbitration, 
conciliation or mediation initiated under 
any law for the time being in force, or 
under any agreement entered into by 
India with any other country or territory 
outside India, whether for protection of 
investment or otherwise.

(iii) Withdraw or undertake to withdrawal 
notice for arbitration, conciliation or 
mediation given under any law or 
under any agreement entered into by 
India with any other country or territory 
outside India either for protection of 
investment or otherwise.

(iv) Undertake to waive off right to seek 
or pursue any remedy or any claim in 
relation to the income from indirect 
transfer which may otherwise be 

available to under any law for the time 
being in force, in equity, under any 
statute or under any agreement entered 
into by India with any country or territory 
outside India, whether for protection of 
investment or otherwise.

(The undertaking shall be in the prescribed 
form and subject to compliances with other 
conditions as may be prescribed. 

The Bill proposes a consequential 
amendment to the above provision by inserting 
a proviso to Section 119 of the Finance Act, 
2012. It provides that this section shall cease 
to apply to the person who fulfills certain 
conditions, such as withdrawal or furnishing 
of undertaking for withdrawal of pending 
litigation and furnishing of an undertaking 
to the effect that no claim for cost, damages, 
interest.

2) Applicability of Most Favoured 
Nation Clause – High Court Rulings 
In the decision of Concentrix Services 
Netherlands B.V., the Hon’ble Delhi High 
Court quashed the withholding tax certificates 
issued to two Netherlands companies which 
prescribed a rate of 10% on dividends to be 
received from Indian subsidiaries. The High 
Court applied a 5% withholding tax rate on 
dividend income basis the MFN clause under 
India-Netherlands Tax Treaty.

Concentrix Services Netherlands B.V. v. 
ITO (TDS) & Anr [W.P. (C) 9051/2020], Optum 
Global Solutions International B.V. v. DCIT & 
Anr [W.P. (C) 882/2021, CM Appl. 2302/2021]

II. OECD updates 
1. Significant progress on Action 
Plan 1 of the BEPS Inclusive 
Framework
In March, at a hearing of the US House Financial 
Services Committee, US Treasury Secretary 
Janet Yellen stated: “We’ve had a global race to 
the bottom in corporate taxation and we hope 
to put an end to that”. This was followed by an 
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agreement of the G7-FMCBG in April 2021 on 
a global minimum tax rate and allocate residual 
profits to market jurisdictions.  Pursuant to the 
G7 meeting, in July 2021, 130 (now 132) out 
of the 139 member countries of the Inclusive 
Framework agreed to a broad construct 
of Action Plan 1 and the OECD released a 
statement which stated as under:

The OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework 
on Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (IF) has 
agreed a two-pillar solution to address the tax 
challenges arising from the digitalisation of 
the economy. The agreed key components 
of each Pillar are described in the following 
paragraphs. 

A detailed implementation plan together 
with remaining issues will be finalised by 
October 2021.

The significant details provided in 
the statement were as under:
Pillar One 
Scope – Multinational Enterprises (MNEs) with 
global turnover above 20 billion euros and 
profitability above 10% (i.e., profit before tax/
revenue) would be in scope. The turnover 
threshold would be reduced to 10 billion euros, 
contingent on successful implementation 
including of tax certainty on Amount A, with 
the relevant review beginning seven years 
after the agreement comes into force. 

Extractives and Regulated Financial 
Services are excluded.  However, in a major 
departure, industries such as infrastructure, 
hospitality, shipping would now be in scope if 
the MNE met the thresholds.  

Nexus 
There will be a new special purpose nexus rule 
permitting allocation of Amount A to a market 
jurisdiction when the in-scope MNE derives 
at least 1 million euros in revenue from that 
jurisdiction. For smaller jurisdictions with GDP 
lower than 40 billion euros, the nexus will be 
set at 250,000 euros. 

Quantum 
For in-scope MNEs, between 20-30% of 
residual profit defined as profit in excess of 
10% of revenue will be allocated to market 
jurisdictions with nexus, using a revenue-
based allocation key. 

 
Marketing and distribution profits 
safe harbour 
Where the residual profits of an in-scope MNE 
are already taxed in a market jurisdiction, a 
marketing and distribution profits safe harbour 
will cap the residual profits allocated to the 
market jurisdiction through Amount A. Further 
work on the design of the safe harbour would 
be undertaken, including to consider the 
comprehensive scope. 

Elimination of double taxation 
Double taxation of profit allocated to market 
jurisdictions will be relieved using either the 
exemption or credit method. The entity (or 
entities) that will bear the tax liability will be 
drawn from those that earn residual profit. 

Tax certainty 
In-scope MNEs will benefit from dispute 
prevention and resolution mechanisms, 
which will avoid double taxation for Amount 
A, including all issues related to Amount A 
(e.g. transfer pricing and business profits 
disputes), in a mandatory and binding manner. 
Consideration will be given to an elective 
binding dispute resolution mechanism for 
issues related to Amount A, for developing 
economies that are eligible for deferral of their 
BEPS Action 14 peer review and have no or 
low levels of MAP disputes. 

Amount B 
The application of the arm’s length principle to 
in-country baseline marketing and distribution 
activities will be simplified and streamlined, with 
a particular focus on the needs of low-capacity 
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countries. This work will be completed by the 
end of 2022. 

Administration 
The tax compliance will be streamlined 
(including filing obligations) and allow MNEs 
to manage the process through a single entity. 

Unilateral measures 
This package will provide for appropriate 
coordination between the application of the 
new international tax rules and the removal 
of all Digital Service Taxes and other relevant 
similar measures on all companies. 

Implementation 
The multilateral instrument through which 
Amount A is implemented will be developed 
and opened for signature in 2022, with Amount 
A coming into effect in 2023. 

Pillar Two 
Overall design 
Pillar Two consists of: 

 � Two interlocking domestic rules (together 
the Global anti-Base Erosion Rules (GloBE) 
rules): (i) an Income Inclusion Rule (IIR), 
which imposes top-up tax on a parent 
entity in respect of the low taxed income of 
a constituent entity; and (ii) an Undertaxed 
Payment Rule (UTPR), which denies 
deductions or requires an equivalent 
adjustment to the extent the low tax income 
of a constituent entity is not subject to tax 
under an IIR; and 

 � A treaty-based rule (the Subject to Tax Rule 
(STTR)) that allows source jurisdictions to 
impose limited source taxation on certain 
related party payments subject to tax below 
a minimum rate. The STTR will be creditable 
as a covered tax under the GloBE rules. 

Rule status 
The GloBE rules will have the status of a 
common approach. This means that IF 
members: 

 � Are not required to adopt the GloBE rules, 
but, if they choose to do so, they will 
implement and administer the rules in a 
way that is consistent with the outcomes 
provided for under Pillar Two, including in 
light of model rules and guidance agreed 
to by the IF; 

 � Accept the application of the GloBE rules 
applied by other IF members including 
agreement as 

Scope 
The GloBE rules will apply to MNEs that meet 
the 750 million euros threshold as determined 
under BEPS Action 13 (country by country 
reporting). Countries are free to apply the IIR 
to MNEs headquartered in their country even 
if they do not meet the threshold. Government 
entities, international organisations, non-profit 
organisations, pension funds or investment 
funds that are Ultimate Parent Entities (UPE) of 
an MNE Group or any holding vehicles used 
by such entities, organisations or funds are not 
subject to the GloBE rules. 

Rule design 
The IIR allocates top-up tax based on a top-
down approach subject to a split-ownership 
rule for shareholdings below 80%. 

The UTPR allocates top-up tax from low-tax 
constituent entities including those located in 
the UPE jurisdiction under a methodology to 
be agreed. 

ETR calculation 
The GloBE rules will operate to impose a top-
up tax using an effective tax rate test that is 
calculated on a jurisdictional basis and that 
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uses a common definition of covered taxes and 
a tax base determined by reference to financial 
accounting income (with agreed adjustments 
consistent with the tax policy objectives of 
Pillar Two and mechanisms to address timing 
differences). 

In respect of existing distribution tax 
systems, there will be no top-up tax liability if 
earnings are distributed within 3 to 4 years and 
taxed at or above the minimum level. 

Minimum rate 
The minimum tax rate used for purposes of the 
IIR and UTPR will be at least 15%. 

Carve-outs 
The GloBE rules will provide for a formulaic 
substance carve-out that will exclude an 
amount of income that is at least 5% (in the 
transition period of 5 years, at least 7.5%) of the 
carrying value of tangible assets and payroll. 
The GloBE rules will also provide for a de minimis 
exclusion. The GloBE rules also provide for an 
exclusion for international shipping income 
using the definition of such income under the 
OECD Model Tax Convention. 

Simplifications 
The implementation framework will include 
safe harbours and/or other mechanisms. 

GILTI (Global Intangible Low-Taxed 
Income co-existence) 
It is agreed that Pillar Two will apply a 
minimum rate on a jurisdictional basis. In that 
context, consideration will be given to the 
conditions under which the US GILTI regime 
will co-exist with the GloBE rules, to ensure a 
level playing field. 

Subject to tax rule (STTR) 
IF members recognise that the STTR is an 

integral part of achieving a consensus on Pillar 
Two for developing countries .1 IF members 
that apply nominal corporate income tax rates 
below the STTR minimum rate to interest, 
royalties and a defined set of other payments 
would implement the STTR into their bilateral 
treaties with developing IF members when 
requested to do so. 

The taxing right will be limited to the 
difference between the minimum rate and the 
tax rate on the payment. The minimum rate for 
the STTR will be from 7.5% to 9%. 

Implementation 
IF members will agree and release an 
implementation plan. This will contemplate 
that Pillar Two should be brought into law in 
2022, to be effective in 2023. 

The implementation plan will 
include: 

 � GloBE Model rules with proper mechanisms 
to facilitate over time the coordination of the 
GloBE rules that have been implemented 
by IF members, including the possible 
development of a multilateral instrument 
for that purpose. 

 � An STTR model provision together with 
a multilateral instrument to facilitate its 
adoption. 

 � Transitional rules, including the possibility 
of a deferred implementation of the UTPR. 

2. Updates on 2020 Review of OECD 
BEPS Action Plan 14
OECD received comments from stakeholders 
on the public consultation document/ reports 
on the Pillar One and Pillar Two Blueprints. 
Further, on 1 February 2021, OECD held a 
public consultation with respect to the review 
of the minimum standard on dispute resolution 
under BEPS Action Plan 14. The comments 
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focused on continued support on dispute 
resolution and prevention under BEPS Action 
Plan 14, support for pre-MAP work including 
APAs, co-ordination between MAP and audit 
functions, amongst others. While case closure 
rates have increased in the past four years, 
significant increase in the number of MAP cases 
opened over the same period has resulted in 
net MAP inventory trending upwards. While 
MAP remains a key part of the OECD’s tax 
certainty agenda, there is also an acceptance 
that a broader, holistic approach to dispute 
resolution and prevention is required, including 
a greater focus on APAs and the International 
Compliance Assurance Programme (ICAP). 

https://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/public-
comments-received-on-the-2020-review-of-
beps-action-14.htm

3. Update on The ICAP (International 
Compliance Assurance Programme) 
Background: ICAP is a voluntary risk 
assessment and assurance programme to 
facilitate open and co-operative multilateral 
engagements between MNE groups willing 
to engage actively and transparently and tax 
administrations in jurisdictions where they 
have activities. ICAP supports the effective use 
of transfer pricing documentation, including 
the MNE’s CbC report, providing a faster, 
clearer and more efficient route to improved 
multilateral tax certainty.

Update: OECD published a new handbook 
on ICAP which contains information on the 
process for ICAP reflecting the experience and 
feedback of tax administrations and MNEs that 
participated in two pilots for the programme, 
commencing in 2018 and 2019.

Further, on 22 March 2021, OECD Forum 
on Tax Administration published a list of 
19 jurisdictions (Australia, Austria, Belgium, 
Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, 
Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands, Norway, Russia, Singapore, Spain, 

the United Kingdom and the United States) 
that have so far confirmed their participation 
in the next phase of ICAP. OECD has indicated 
that the list will be updated as additional tax 
administrations confirm their participation. 

https://www.oecd.org/tax/forum-on-tax-
administration/publications-and-products/
i n t e r n a t i o n a l - c o m p l i a n c e - a s s u r a n c e -
p r o g r a m m e - h a n d b o o k - f o r - t a x -
administrations-and-mne-groups.htm

https://www.oecd.org/tax/forum-on-tax-
administration/international-compliance-
assurance-programme.htm

4. OECD approves opinion on 
Interpretation and Implementation 
of MLI 

On 3 May 2021, the Conference of the Parties 
to the MLI approved an opinion that sets out 
a series of guiding principles for addressing 
questions about the interpretation and 
implementation of the MLI. As per the release, 
those principles, discussed and approved by 
the Conference of the Parties to the MLI, were 
drawn from public international law, the design 
of the MLI itself, and its drafting history.

The MLI so far covers 95 jurisdictions 
and has been ratified by 65 jurisdictions. It is 
the first multilateral treaty of its kind, allowing 
jurisdictions to swiftly transpose results from 
the OECD/G20 BEPS Project into their existing 
tax treaties, transforming the way tax treaties 
are modified. The MLI became effective on 1 
January 2021 for approximately 650 treaties 
concluded among the 65 jurisdictions, with an 
additional 1200 treaties to become effectively 
modified once the MLI will have been ratified 
by all Signatories. The MLI implements the 
tax-treaty related BEPS measures on hybrid 
mismatch arrangements, treaty abuse and 
permanent establishment. It also strengthens 
provisions to resolve treaty disputes, including 
through mandatory binding arbitration, which 
has been taken up by 31 Parties.
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h t t p s : / / w w w. o e c d . o r g / t a x / t r e a t i e s /
beps-mli-cop-opinion-interpretation-and-
implementation-questions.pdf

 
5. OECD public consultation on 
changes to model tax convention 
On 29 March 2021, the OECD proposed 
several changes to the Commentary on Article 
9 (associated enterprises), Article 7 (business 
profits), Article 24 (non-discrimination), and 
Article 25 (MAP) of the OECD Model. The 
proposed changes to the Commentary on 
Article 9 of the OECD Model specify that the 
Contracting State making a determination on 
the extent to which a financing transaction is 
regarded as a loan or an equity contribution 
would do so taking into account factors in its 
domestic laws (including its judicial doctrine) 
OR in the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines. The 
proposed changes stipulate that the conditions 
for the deductibility of expenses are a matter 
to be determined by domestic law, subject to 
the provisions of the OECD Model.. Hence, 
when domestic law limits the deductibility of 
otherwise arm’s-length payments that would 
not be considered to result in economic 
double taxation for purposes of paragraph 2 of 
Article 9 of the OECD Model, and therefore a 
corresponding adjustment would not have to 
be made.

The public consultation document also 
includes a proposed change to the Commentary 
on Article 7 of the OECD Model to modify 
the reference to corresponding adjustments 
related to Permanent Establishment. 

The document also proposes to change the 
Commentary on Article 24 of the OECD Model 
to include the reversal of the burden of proof 
as an element of the additional information 
requirements that are not prohibited with 
respect to payments made to nonresidents. 

The consultation document additionally 
includes a proposal to add a new paragraph 
to the Commentary on Article 25 of the OECD 

Model that is designed to confirm the practices 
of OECD member countries regarding the 
admission of cases into MAP and to reinforce 
one of the conclusions of the final report on 
BEPS Action 14 (improving MAP).

On 3 June 2021, the OECD published 
public comments received in response to 
these proposed changes.  These changes 
were largely critiqued in the public consultation 
document as they undermined the role of tax 
treaties in aiding elimination of double taxation 
by restricting relief.    

h t t p s : / / w w w. o e c d . o r g / t a x / t r e a t i e s /
public-comments-received-on-proposed-
changes-to-commentaries- in-the-oecd-
model-tax-convention-on-article-9-and-on-
related-articles.htm

6. Instruments for ratification of MLI 
deposited 

Estonia, Croatia and Malaysia have deposited 
their instruments of ratification to the MLI. For 
Estonia, the MLI will enter into force on 1 May 
2021 and for Croatia & Malaysia on 1 June 
2021.

7. Platform for Collaboration on Tax 
releases new toolkit for transfer 
pricing documentation
The Platform for Collaboration on Tax (PCT) 
- a joint initiative of IMF, OECD, UN and the 
World Bank - as released the final version of 
the Practical Toolkit to Support the Successful 
Implementation by Developing Countries 
of Effective Transfer Pricing Documentation 
Requirements.

The PCT’s new toolkit serves as a 
sourcebook of guidance on implementing 
transfer pricing documentation requirements 
for developing countries. The toolkit compiles 
essential information on transfer pricing 
documentation and analyses policy choices 
and legislative options. 
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https://www.oecd.org/tax/practical-toolkit-
to-support-the-successful-implementation-
by-developing-countries-of-effective-transfer-
pricing-documentation-requirements.htm

PCT releases new toolkit for tax 
treaty negotiation
 The PCT also released a toolkit for tax treaty 
negotiation. The toolkit on tax treaty negotiation 
was based primarily on the Manual for the 
Negotiation of Bilateral Tax Treaties between 
Developed and Developing Countries, which 
provided practical guidance on issues faced 
by developing countries in deciding whether 
and how to conduct tax treaty negotiations.

https://www.oecd.org/tax/treaties/toolkit-
on-tax-treaty-negotiations.htm

III. UN Updates
1) 12B – Income from Automated 
Digital Services
Article 12B, Income from Automated Digital 
Services, is a product of the Subcommittee 
of the Tax Consequences of the Digitalised 
Economy and is in response to the recognition 
that Covid-19 has turned many companies 
digital and without effective taxation, there is 
a likelihood of great reduction to tax revenues.   
The Article was adopted into the UN Model Tax 
Convention in its 22nd session  in April 2021, 
as a simplified solution to bringing developing 
countries closer to earning tax revenues from 
profits made in the digitalised economy.  The 
Secretariat to the UN Tax Committee noted 
that such approval and adoption did not by 
any means suggest that every member of 
the Committee agreed with the inclusion of 
article 12B in the Model Convention: rather it 
recognises that it is a majority view and the text 
adequately reflects the different views and the 
reasoning therefor.  

Briefly, the article provides that income from 
ADS arising in a contracting state, underlying 

payments for which are made to a resident of 
the other contracting state, shall be taxed in that 
other (residence) state.  However, income from 
ADS may also be taxed in the state in which 
it arises, however, the tax shall not exceed a 
certain percentage of the gross amount of the 
payments underlying the income from ADS.  
Further, such gross taxation shall not apply if 
the beneficial owner of the income from ADS 
requests the other contracting state where 
such income arises, to subject its qualifying 
profits from ADS to tax in that state, at the rate 
of tax provided for in the domestic laws.   For 
this purpose, the qualified profits shall be thirty 
percent of the amount resulting from applying 
the profitability ratio of that beneficial owner’s 
automated digital services business segment 
(or overall profitability ratio) to the gross annual 
revenue from automated digital services 
derived from the Contracting State where such 
income arises.    

The term “automated digital services” 
as used in this Article means any service 
provided on the Internet or another electronic 
network, in either case requiring minimal 
human involvement from the service provider. 
ADS includes especially: - Online advertising 
services; - Supply of user data; - Online search 
engines; - Online intermediation platform 
services; - Social media platforms; - Digital 
content services; - Online gaming; - Cloud 
computing services; and - Standardised online 
teaching services.  

Article 12B, championed by Rajat Bansal as 
a member of the UN sub-committee, is viewed 
as being the UN Tax Committee’s response 
to the OECD Inclusive Framework initiatives 
under Pillar 1 and Pillar 2, that seeks to achieve 
a multilateral consensus. Article 12B is a 
bilateral measure that would entail changes in 
respective tax treaties, should the contracting 
states in question choose to adopt it.  
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https://www.un.org/development/desa/
financing/sites/www.un.org.development.
desa.financing/files/2021-05/CRP.17%20
R e v 1 % 2 0 % 2 0 D i g i t a l i z a t i o n % 2 0 2 7 % 2 0
April%202021.pdf

2) Model Tax Convention
The 22nd session of the UN Tax Committee 
approved certain changes to the UN model tax 
convention.  A specific matter for consideration 
was wherher the definition in Art 12 of the Model 
Convention should be revised to explicitly refer 
to payments for computer software. Such an 
addition would expand the scope of article 
12 beyond payments relating to the use of 
a copyright in the computer software.  After 
discussion, it was agreed that a new paragraph 
for payments towards computer software 
would be included with minor modifications 
and the commentary would state that it was 
supported by a large minority of the Committee.

Other changes reflecting decisions 
taken in the 22nd session of the Committtee 
included the addition of Article 12B and a new 
paragraph in the commentary on Article 25 to 
refer to the UN Handbook on the avoidance 
and resolution of tax disputes. 

https://www.un.org/development/desa/
financing/events/22nd-session-committee-
experts-international-cooperation-tax-matters

3) Transfer Pricing Guidelines 
released 
The UN Transfer Pricing Manual 2021 edition 
was released by the UN in April.  Specifically, 
it updates Country Chapters, that comprise 
India, Brazil, China, Kenya, Mexico and South 
Africa.  It also includes new chapters on 
procurement functions, financial transactions 
of loans and guarantees, and comparability 
analysis involving intangibles.  The Manual, 
that intends to focus on bringing practical 
examples to bear, is meant for predominantly 
developing countries to equip their taxpayers 
and administrations in tackling transfer pricing 

issues.
The Manual represents the views of the UN 

Subcommittee in order to provide practical 
guidance on the application of transfer pricing 
rules based on Article 9(1) of the UN Model 
Tax Convention and the arm’s length principle 
embodied in that Article.  The country chapters 
are different in that they seek to articulate an 
outline of a particular country’s views and 
administrative practices as described by 
representatives of the respective country.

https://www.un.org/development/desa/
financing/sites/www.un.org.development.
desa.financing/files/2021-04/TP_2021_final_
web%20%281%29.pdf

4) UN DESA (Department of 
Economic & Social Affairs) launches 
Tax Talks

A new initiative spearheaded by the UN DESA 
was launched – the United Nations Tax Talks, 
a free pre-recorded capacity development 
event by high-level experts. The two initial Tax 
Talks addressed the future of tax incentives 
and where the least developed countries 
stood on the digital debate. Challenges in 
using corporate taxes to attract and maintain 
investments, the global minimum tax and 
its impact on tax incentives, and how the 
least developed countries could be best 
represented in the discussions on the taxation 
of the digitalised economy were analysed by 
renowned experts.

https://www.un.org/development/desa/
financing/capacity-development/voices/tax-
talks

IV. Digital Taxes
1. USTR Proceedings Against 
India’s Equalisation Levy 
Background: Through the Finance Act, 2020, 
India introduced the Equalisation Levy on 
E-commerce supply or services (“EL”). In June 
2020, the United States Trade Representative 
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(“USTR”) initiated an investigation into the EL 
under Section 301 of the US Trade Act, 1974. 

Update: In January 2021, the USTR 
published its investigation report against the 
EL which stated that the EL is discriminatory, 
unreasonable, and burdens or restricts US 
commerce. On this basis, the USTR concluded 
that the EL is actionable under Section 301 
of the US Trade Act, 1974. In March 2021, the 
USTR proposed trade tariffs against India and 
five other countries in response to their digital 
services taxes. 

On June 2, 2021, the USTR imposed the 
tariffs against India (and the other countries) 
but immediately suspended them for a 
period of 180 days. The suspension was in 
furtherance of the US’ commitment to reach 
a multilateral consensus solution, with the 
intention of providing time for the negotiations 
at the OECD and G-20 to make progress. The 
USTR has also announced that it maintains 
the option of imposition of tariffs in the future, 
if warranted. 

2. European Union Digital Levy
Background: In 2020, the European 
Commission (“EC”) decided on a budget for 
the European Union (“EU”). As a part of the 
roadmap, the EC described a “digital levy” that 
would serve as a resource to fund the budget. 

Update: The EC opened a public consultation 
on the proposed EU digital levy in February 
2021. The proposed digital levy was to apply 
independently of the OECD’s Pillar One, 
according to members of the EC. It was also 
reported that the levy might take the form 
of a 0.3% tax on the goods and services sold 
online by companies operating in the EU 
with a specified annual turnover. In this form, 
the levy would be closer to unilateral digital 
services taxes imposed by various countries as 
opposed to Pillar One’s focus on a new system 

of nexus rules for allocation of taxing rights to 
market jurisdictions. 

A detailed proposal has not been released. 
Following the G-20 Tax Deal, the EC announced 
that it would put the proposal on hold so as to 
work together with other countries to reach 
the global agreement through the Inclusive 
Framework. 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-
regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12836-
A-fair-&-competitive-digital-economy-digital-
levy_en

3. Country updates on Digital 
Services Taxes
January 14, 2021: Sierra Leone published 
regulations for a new digital services tax (“DST”) 
at the rate of 1.5% on all digital and electronic 
transactions. 

March 22, 2021: Italy extended the deadline 
of collection and filing on its 3% DST by 2 
months. 

https://www.taxathand.com/article/17457/
Italy/2021/Guidance-issued-on-digital -
services-tax-payment-and-filing-obligations-
deferred

April 19, 2021: Canada outlined a DST in 
its 2021 budget at a rate of 3% on revenue 
exceeding $20 million from certain digital 
services. 

https://www.thor.ca/blog/2021/04/2021-
federal-budget-provides-more-details-on-
proposed-digital-services-tax-2/

May 12, 2021: The Czech Republic finished 
the second reading of a bill that proposes 
a DST at a rate of 5% (reduced from 7%) on 
advertising, multifaceted digital interfaces, and 
provision of user data. 

July 1, 2021: Kenya expanded the scope of 
application of its 1.5% DST on gross transaction 
value of digital services. 
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V. Country-wise international 
tax updates

1. US – Biden administration 
introduces ‘Made in America’ Tax 
proposals 
In April 2021, the Biden administration 
introduced its “Made in America Tax Plan,” 
with stated goals of eliminating incentives 
to offshore investments and reducing profit 
shifting.[1] They propose raising the corporate 
tax rate from 21 percent to 28 percent, 
repealing the deduction for foreign-derived 
intangible income (FDII), raising the tax rate on 
global intangible low-taxed income (GILTI) to 
21 percent, and tightening the GILTI rules. 

https://www.home.treasury.gov/system/
files/136/MadeInAmericaTaxPlan_Report.pdf.

2. Irish tax residency 
grandfathering provisions ended 
on 31 December 2020

Irish tax residency rules were amended basis 
which a company was deemed to be tax 
resident in Ireland if it was incorporated in 
Ireland on or after 1 January 2015 unless it was 
treated as a tax resident company in another 
country under a Double Taxation Agreement. If 
a company was incorporated before 1 January 
2015, there is a transition period up to 31 
December 2020. 

With effect from 1 January 2021, all Irish 
incorporated companies will be deemed to be 
tax resident of Ireland unless it is tax resident 
in another country under a Double Taxation 
Agreement.

https://www.revenue.ie/en/companies-
and-charities/corporation-tax-for-companies/
corporation-tax/company-residency-rules.aspx

3. New thin capitalisation rules in 
Peru
With effect from 1 January 2021, a new thin 
capitalisation rule applies in Peru. The rule, 
which was published in the Official Gazette vide 

n Legislative Decree 1424, limits corporate 
income tax deductions for net interest on all 
loans. New EBITDA rule provides for interest 
expense arising from related and unrelated 
party loans that taxpayers may deduct from 
taxable income. The deduction is limited to 
30% of its EBITDA from the previous fiscal 
year. Excess interest expense would allowed 
to be carried forward and deducted in the 
next four years.

4. Luxembourg Tax Authorities 
issue guidance on interest 
limitation rules

The Luxembourg Tax Authorities published 
a Circular for clarification in relation to 
interest limitation rules introduced in the 
Luxembourg legislation. These rules limit the 
deductibility of taxpayers’ borrowing costs 
to the higher of 30% of taxable EBITDA or €3 
million. The circular confirms that the rules 
apply to resident companies and domestic 
PE of non-resident companies subject to 
Luxembourg corporate income tax. It  clarifies 
that only deductible borrowing costs should 
be considered as borrowing costs. It also 
provides some clarifications on the concept of 
“subsequent modification” in the context of the 
grandfathering clause..

Circular L.I.R. n°168bis/1 of 8 January 2021 
- https://guichet.public.lu/en.html

5. Philippines passes law reducing 
corporate income tax rates and 
rationalising fiscal incentives
In a bid to attract increased foreign investment 
and help the Philippines’ economy recover 
from the COVID-19 pandemic, Philippine 
President signed into law the proposed 
Corporate Recovery and Tax Incentives for 
Enterprises (CREATE) Act on 26 March 2021. 
This law (effective from 11 April 2021) amends 
the Philippines’ corporate income tax and 
incentives system. Some of the key changes 
in corporate income tax are: The corporate 
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income tax rate is reduced from 30% to 20% for 
domestic corporations with net taxable income 
not exceeding PHP 5 million (US$100,000) 
and with total assets (excluding land where the 
business entity’s office, plant and equipment 
are situated) not exceeding PHP100 million 
(US$2 million). Further, corporate income tax 
rate for all other domestic corporations and 
resident foreign corporations stands reduced 
to 25%.

The above provisions aim to make the tax 
system of Philippines globally competitive and 
attractive to foreign investors. This would also 
assist Philippines’ businesses recover from the 
economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

https://www.bir.gov.ph/index.php/create.html

6. Bahrain introduces Country-by-
Country Reporting
Background: Bahrain became a member of 
OECD BEPS Inclusive Framework in the year 
2018, committing Bahrain to align with the 
international tax framework, and implement 
the BEPS minimum standards. Further, Bahrain 
ratified the MCAA on the exchange of CbC 
reports in January 2021.

Update: The Kingdom of Bahrain (Bahrain) 
has introduced CbC Reporting requirements 
which would be applicable for MNE group 
operating in Bahrain. Entity located in 
Bahrain would have to file CbC report and/ or 
notification if it is a member of an MNE group 
that had at least BHD 342 million consolidated 
group revenue in the preceding fiscal year. The 
new CbC report requirements apply for fiscal 
years beginning on or after 1 January 2021. 

https://www.cbb.gov.bh/wp-content/
uploads/2021/03/CBC-MO-no.-28-of-2021-
Eng-11022021.pdf

7. Ireland income tax department 
issues guidance on transfer pricing 
legislation
Transfer pricing legislation was introduced in 

Ireland in 2010. The tax and duty manual on 
transfer pricing recently issued by revenue 
commissioner is a comprehensive guidance 
on the application of these provisions. The tax 
and duty manual provides reference to OECD 
transfer pricing guidelines while adopting the 
local law which highlights Ireland’s commitment 
to implementing international best practice 
from a transfer pricing perspective. The tax and 
duty manual suggests to accurately delineate 
a transaction, outlining that taxpayers must 
consider not just the arm’s-length pricing of 
related-party transactions, but also whether 
independent parties would have entered 
into the particular related-party transaction. 
The manual also confirms the potential for 
the re-characterisation of transactions as a 
distribution by the Revenue department.

h t t p s : / / w w w . r e v e n u e . i e / e n / t a x -
professionals/tdm/income-tax-capital-gains-
tax-corporation-tax/part-35a/35a-01-01.pdf

8. Luxembourg updates Mutual 
Agreement Procedure

The Luxembourg Tax Authorities updated 
Circular L.G. Conv. D.I. n°60 (Circular) on the 
application of the MAP. MAP aims to provide 
a mechanism to resolve, by means of a non-
judicial procedure, cross-border tax disputes 
arising from the interpretation or application of 
a DTT provision.

The Circular does not cover proceedings 
based on the Law of 20 December 2019 
transposing Council Directive (EU) 2017/1852 
of 10 October 2017 on tax dispute resolution 
mechanisms in the European Union (EU).The 
Circular details the mechanism of the MAP 
from the request to initiate the procedure to 
the termination of the MAP and explains the 
interaction with other procedures and legal 
remedies.

www.impotsdirects.public.lu/dam-assets/
fr/legislation/legi21/2021-03-11-LG-Conv-DI-
60-du-1132021.pdf
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IFA EVENTS 
AND 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Contributed by:
Sagar Wagh and Ameya Khare

IFA Conferences Events
IFA India Branch 
EARLIER HELD EVENTS:

DATE : 30-July-2021
PLACE : Webinar
EVENT : Recent Developments in Unified Approach: Pillar One of the OECD/G20 

Inclusive Framework on BEPS.
DESCRIPTION : Panel Discussion on Recent Developments in Unified Approach: Pillar One 

of the OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework on BEPS
WEBSITE : www.ifaindia.in
E-MAIL : info@ifaindiaacademy.in, shelly.wadhwa@ifaindiaacademy.in, 

ifaindiabranch@gmail.com

DATE : 03-June-2021 - 05-Jun-2021
PLACE : Webinar
CONFERENCE : IFA APAC Webinar Conference & IFA India Branch Annual 2021 Conference
DESCRIPTION : Discussions on trending tax topics starting from Taxation of Digital 

Economy - Recent Developments, Impact of COVID 19 on taxation, transfer 
pricing and economy in general ending with Software taxation

SECTION - III

Please refer the IFA websites for future events. For past event recording, please refer IFA India Academy 
youtube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCB34NLw_lBoxTwOFGDDCTNg

http://www.ifaindia.in
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCB34NLw_lBoxTwOFGDDCTNg
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RECORDING : https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=EPGYZ8u6ido

 : https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=rZyQ9EdjR9c

WEBSITE : www.ifaindia.in
E-MAIL : info@ifaindiaacademy.in, shelly.

wadhwa@ifaindiaacademy.in, 
ifaindiabranch@gmail.com 

DATE : 17-Apr-2021
PLACE : Webinar
EVENT : IFA SRC Webinar on International 

Financial Service Centre (Gujarat) - 
Tax & Regulatory Aspects.

DESCRIPTION : Discussion on International 
Financial Service Centre (Gujarat) - 
Tax & Regulatory Aspects.

RECORDING : https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=jm9pDr1ORVI

WEBSITE : www.ifaindia.in
E-MAIL : admin@ifasrc.org

DATE : 26-Mar-2021
PLACE : Webinar
EVENT : IFA WRC Webinar on “Taxability of 

payments received for Software by 
Non Residents .. recent Supreme 
Court Decision and way forward....”                                                                  
DESCRIPTION: Discussions on 
Taxation of Software with reference 
to recent SC decision

RECORDING : www.youtube.com/
watch?v=sQ0qjZXkxg0

WEBSITE : www.ifaindia.in
E-MAIL : info@ifaindiaacademy.in, shelly.

wadhwa@ifaindiaacademy.in

DATE : 15-Feb-2021
PLACE : Webinar
EVENT : IFA India Branch Event in 

collaboration with other branches 
of IFA and University of Laussane 
on Alternatives to Taxing Artificial 
Intelligence & Robots

DESCRIPTION : Discussions on Taxation of Artificial 
Intelligence & Robots

RECORDING : www.youtube.com/watch?v=q-
EDw2zSZ3w

WEBSITE : www.ifaindia.in
E-MAIL : info@ifaindiaacademy.in, shelly.

wadhwa@ifaindiaacademy.in
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IFA Worldwide
PAST EVENTS :

DATE : 10-Jun-2021 - 28-Jun-2021
PLACE : Webinar
EVENT : WIN Asia Pacific/IFA Singapore: Launch of Career
Development : “How I Did It!” (“HIT!”) 2e Session
webinars
DESCRIPTION : Asia Pacific Women of IFA Network’s (WIN) non-technical program this year, 

I am pleased to announce the launch of a series of Career Development 
webinars. Women of IFA Network (WIN) members around Asia Pacific who 
will speak/share about their own experiences building a career in tax

E-MAIL : honsec@ifasingapore.org, contact@ifasingapore.org, 
honsec@ifasingapore.org

DATE : 10-Jun-2021 - 28-Jun-2021
PLACE : Webinar
EVENT : Tax Certainty IFA UK Webinar Series - Webinar Three
DESCRIPTION : Series of webinars considering the future of Tax Certainty which are 

brought to you by the Women of IFA Network (WIN) UK Branch Committee
WEBSITE : https://ifa-uk.org
E-MAIL : admin@ifa-uk.org

DATE : 25-May-2021
PLACE : Webinar
EVENT : IFA USA Northern California Regional Webinar: ESG & Tax
DESCRIPTION : Webinar will featured an overview about how Environmental Social 

Governance will come into play for corporate tax departments and how 
practitioners can better plan into this movement towards more sustainable 
business practices.

WEBSITE: https : //www.ifausa.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1518292&group=
E-MAIL : info@ifausa.org

DATE : 25-May-2021
PLACE : Webinar
EVENT : Young IFA Network webinar: “Digital Taxes: Beyond Policy”
DESCRIPTION : Webinar focused on the unilateral digital tax measures implemented in 

Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore since 2020, analysing the effectiveness 
of the measures, discussing the unique practical issues and compliance 
requirements of each regime and other implementation challenges. 
While the policy goals and broad concepts of digital taxation have been 
thoroughly addressed in various forums, their focus has usually been on the 
proposed measures on a global scale. In this webinar, the panel will discuss 
real-world practical issues

WEBSITE : www.ifa.nl/media/6575/yin-webinar-may-2021.pdf
E-MAIL : www.ifa.my

DATE : 20-May-2021
PLACE : Webinar
EVENT : IFA Webinar Series: A conversation on International Tax Practice Landmark 

court cases decided in 2020-2021
DESCRIPTION : The session provided an in depth analysis of the merits of most recent 

landmark cases such as the royalties case from India, the Coca Cola case 
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from the US, and other landmark transfer pricing cases from Canada and 
Australia.

RECORDING : https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=OluUV93aQAM
WEBSITE : www.ifa.nl/media/6558/programme-webinar-20may2021.pdf
E-MAIL : ab.gensecr@ifa.nl

DATE : 20-May-2021
PLACE : Webinar
EVENT : IFA Singapore Branch: International Tax Dialogues (ITD)
DESCRIPTION : ITD is a series of discussions and interactive technical sessions on 

key emerging issues in International taxation. The topics were global, 
contemporary and practical. The discussions were led by international tax 
experts who explained various nuances and technical issues, followed by 
in-depth discussions.

WEBSITE : www.ifa.nl/media/6563/ifa-sg_itd_-q2-e-flyer_-may-2021_updated-sctp1.pdf
E-MAIL : honsec@ifasingapore.org

DATE : 20-May-2021
PLACE : Webinar
EVENT : IFA USA New England Spring Symposium: Lessons from the Coca-Cola Co. 

U.S. Tax Court Decision
DESCRIPTION : Facts, legal theories and holdings in Coca-Cola Co. v. Comm’r Insight on 

best practices by taxpayers with respect to the design of effective transfer 
pricing methodologies, and their documentation and implementation 
Insight on recent developments in IRS litigation, and sustainable legal 
positions regarding transfer pricing methodologies

WEBSITE : www.ifausa.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1489489&group=
E-MAIL : info@ifausa.org

DATE : 20-May-2021 - 21-May-2021
PLACE : Webinar
EVENT : IFA Brazil “International Seminar on Tax Mediation”
DESCRIPTION : Discussions on Tax Mediation
WEBSITE : www.abdf.com.br
E-MAIL : abdf@abdf.com.br

DATE : 13-May-2021
PLACE : Webinar
EVENT : IFA USA Westchester/CT Region Webinar: 2020 U.S. International Tax 

Reporting Considerations
DESCRIPTION : Discussion on hot topics in International Tax for the 2020 compliance 

season. Including an informative discussion on how to comply with an ever-
expanding set of complex tax rules and forms needed by practitioners for 
both inbound and outbound taxpayers.

WEBSITE : www.ifausa.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1496971
E-MAIL : info@ifausa.org
DATE : 13-May-2021
PLACE : Webinar
EVENT : Tax Certainty IFA UK Webinar Series 
DESCRIPTION : Series of webinars considering the future of Tax Certainty organized by 

Women of IFA Network (WIN) UK Branch Committee.  
WEBSITE : www.ifa-uk.org
E-MAIL : admin@ifa-uk.org

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=OluUV93aQAM
http://www.ifa.nl/media/6558/programme-webinar-20may2021.pdf
http://www.ifa.nl/media/6563/ifa-sg_itd_-q2-e-flyer_-may-2021_updated-sctp1.pdf
http://www.ifausa.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1489489&group=
http://www.abdf.com.br
http://www.ifausa.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1496971
http://www.ifa-uk.org
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IFA~INDIA
International Fiscal Association - India (IFA-India) is a society 
registered in Delhi (India) under the Societies Registration 
Act, 1860. It operates in India through its Head Office in the 
National Capital Region (NCR) and four regional chapters 
in North, South, East and West. IFA-India is governed by 
an Executive Committee which presently has 26 members 
with 6 elected office bearers among them. IFA-India is 
engaged in promoting better understanding on the subject 
of international tax and the related fiscal laws. It organises 
conferences, seminars, workshops, training courses and 
encourages discussions and conversations through 
various other modes like webinars and social media. The 
membership includes tax administrators, tax policy experts, 
tax court judges, and tax professionals from corporates 
and from consultancy. It has set up an International Tax 
Academy at Noida where regular learning and knowledge 
sharing programs are held on the theme subject.

IFA
IFA-India is a part of International Fiscal Association 
headquartered in the Netherlands (IFA). Established in 
the year 1938 as a non-profit organisation, IFA provides a 
neutral and independent platform where representatives 
of all professions and interests can meet and discuss 
international tax issues at the highest level. IFA has played an 
essential role in both, the development of certain principles 
of international taxation and in providing possible solutions 
to problems arising in their practical implementation. Its 
objects are  study and advancement of international and 
comparative law with regard to public finance, specifically, 
international and comparative fiscal law and the financial 
and economic aspects of taxation. IFA seeks to achieve 
these objects through its Annual Congresses and the 
scientific publications relating thereto as well as through 
scientific research. Although the operations of IFA are 
essentially scientific in character, the subjects selected 
take account of current fiscal developments and changes 
in local legislation.
The membership of IFA now stands at more than 12,000 
from 106 countries. In 62 countries, including India, IFA 
members have established IFA branches and IFA-India is 
one of those 62 branches world over. IFA-India has also 
taken initiatives to encourage young IFA members and 
Women IFA members to participate in its initiatives through 
YIN (Young IFA Network) and WIN (Women IFA Network).
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